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Two Partners from Klasko Immigration to Speak at EB-5 Seminar Hosted by NES
Financial in September
PHILADELPHIA -- Klasko Immigration Law Partners is pleased to announce two of its partners
will be speaking about the EB-5 Visa Program at the Silicon Valley Capital Club in San Jose,
California, on September 5, 2018. Ron Klasko and Anu Nair, are honored to participate and
educate attendees on the requirements and process to obtain a green card through an EB-5 visa.
India nationals currently holding H-1B visas will find the event particularly insightful. Attendees
will be immersed in all topics related to EB-5 program requirements, the process, a realistic
timeline in which it takes to obtain a green card, and more. The invited speakers will also discuss
the many advantages of the EB-5 program, avoiding program pitfalls, investment requirements,
SEC issues, and how to evaluate EB-5 investments.
“With recent changes to H-1B adjudications, horror stories of H-1B extensions being denied, and
H-1B and H-4 applicants being stuck overseas for months in administrative processing for their
visa stamps; and wait times for India EB-2 and EB-3 exceeding 10 years and continuing getting
longer, Indian nationals are turning towards EB-5 as the best, and at times the only viable, option
to their immigration woes,” Anu says when addressing the recent interest in the program.
At the conclusion of the presentation, all in attendance will have the opportunity to meet with
one of the leading immigration attorneys from Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP for a nocost consultation. To secure a spot and register for the “H-1B to EB-5 Visa Seminar: Stay
Permanently, Work Anywhere” event, please visit the registration site here.
About Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP:
Klasko Immigration Law Partners, LLP has offices in Philadelphia and New York, and provides
top-tier legal services to EB-5 investors, regional centers, and developers. Its EB-5 team is one of
the largest and most respected in the country, and its Compliance team is the first of its kind. The
firm has been selected as one of the top 5 business immigration law firms in the United States by
the prestigious Chambers Global: The World's Leading Lawyers for Business (Chambers and
Partners) for the past ten years. The firm serves as the North American Regional Representative
of the Investment Migration Council, the worldwide association Investor Immigration and
Citizenship-by-Investment.
For more information, please see http://www.klaskolaw.com.
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